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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing plays an important role in data storing and accessing now-a-days. Cloud Service Brokers are
acting as important meditators for transferring the data between cloud Service Providers and Cloud Consumers.
Cloud Computing moves the appliance code and informationbases to the centralized massive data centers, where the
management of the info and services might not be totally trustworthy. during this work, we tend to study the matter
of ensuring the integrity of information storage in Cloud Computing. To reduce the procedure value at user aspect
throughout the integrity verification of their information, the notion of public verifiability has been planned.
However, the challenge is that the procedure burden is simply too immense for the users with resource-constrained
devices to cypher the general public authentication tags of file blocks. To tackle the challenge, we propose a
replacement cloud storage theme involving a cloud storage server and a cloud audit server, where the latter is
assumed to be semi-honest. especially, we consider the task of permitting the cloud audit server, on behalf of the
cloud users, to pre-process the info before uploading to the cloud storage server and later corroborative the data
integrity. It outsources the significant computation of the tag generation to the cloud audit server and eliminates the
involvement of user within the auditing and within the preprocessing phases. what is more, we tend to strengthen the
Proof of Retrievabiliy model to support dynamic information operations, yet as guarantee security against reset
attacks launched by the cloud storage server within the transfer part.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing has been visualised because the
nextgeneration design of the IT enterprise attributable
to itslong list of unexampled advantages: on-demand
selfservice,ubiquitous network access, locationindependentresource pooling, speedy resource physical
property, and usagebasedpricing. especially, the ever
cheaper and a lot ofpowerful processors, at the side of
the “software as aservice” (SaaS) computing design,
square measure remodelingdata centers into pools of
computing service on an enormousscale.Although
having appealing benefits as a promisingservice
platform for the net, this new knowledge
storageparadigm in “Cloud” brings several difficult
problemswhich have profound influence on the
usability, responsibleness,scalability, security, and
performance of thesystem. one amongst the most
important
considerations
with
remote

knowledgestorage is that of knowledge integrity
verification at untrusted servers. for example, the
storage service supplier mightdecide to hide such
knowledge loss incidents because the Byzantinefailure
from the shoppers to keep up a name. What ismore
serious is that for saving cash and space for storing the
service
supplier
may
deliberately
discard
seldomaccessed knowledge files that belong to a
standard consumer.Considering the big size of the
outsourced electronicdata and therefore the client’s
strained resource capability, thecore of the matter may
be generalized as however will theclient realize an
economical
thanks
to
perform
periodical
integrityverification while not the native copy of
knowledge files.In order to beat this drawback, several
schemeshave been planned underneath totally different
system and security models. all told these works, nice
efforts have been created to style solutions that meet
numerous requirements: High theme potency, homeless
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verification,unbounded use of queries and retrievability
of knowledge, etc.According to the role of the admirer
within the model, allthe schemes on the market fall
under 2 categories: personal verifiability and public
verifiability. though achievinghigher potency, schemes
with personal verifiability imposecomputational burden
on shoppers. On the opposite hand, public verifiability
alleviates shoppers from performing arts alot of
computation for making certain the integrity of
knowledge storage. To be specific, shoppers square
measure ready to delegate athird party to perform the
verification while not devotion of their computation
resources. within the cloud, the shoppersmay crash
unexpectedly or cannot afford the overload offrequent
integrity checks. Thus, it looks a lot of rationaland
sensible to equip the verification protocol withpublic
verifiability, that is predicted to play a a lot ofimportant
role in achieving higher potency for Cloud Computing.
We propose a new PoR scheme with two independent
cloud servers. Particularly, one server is for auditing
and the other for storage of data. The cloud audit server
is not required to have high storage capacity. Different
from the previous work with auditing server and
storage server, the user is relieved from the
computation of the tags for files, which is moved and
outsourced to the cloud audit server. Furthermore, the
cloud audit server also plays the role of auditing for the
files remotelystored in the cloud storage server.
We develop a strengthened security model by
considering the reset attack against the storage server in
the upload phase of an integrity verification scheme.
We present an efficient verification scheme for
ensuring remote data integrity in cloud storage.The
proposed scheme is proved secure against reset attacks
in the strengthened security model while supporting
efficient public verifiability and dynamic data
operations simultaneously.

II. POR SCHEME
The basic goal of PoR model is to achieve proof of
retrievability. Informally, this property ensures that if
an adversary can generate valid integrity proofs of any
file F for a non-negligible fraction of challenges, we
can construct a PPT machine to extract F with
overwhelming probability.
Setup: The cloud audit server chooses a random
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α ← Zp, u1, u2, · · · , us ← G, and computes v ← g_.
The secret key is sk = (α) and the public key is
pk = (v, {uj}1≤j≤s).
Upload (Phase 1: Client→ Cloud Audit Server):
The client uploads F = (M1, . . . ,Mn) to the cloud audit
server. Given the file F, the cloud audit server
generates a root R based on the construction of Merkle
Hash Tree (MHT), where the leave nodes of the tree
are an ordered set of hashes of file blocks H(Mi)
(i = 1, . . . , n). Next, he signs the root R under his
private key α as h(R)_ ← sigsk(R). The file tag t =
sigsk(R) is sent back to the client as a receipt. (Phase 2:
Cloud Audit Server→ Cloud Storage
Server): The homomorphic authenticators together with
metadata are produced as follows: for each block Mi =
(Mi1,Mi2, · · · ,Mis), the cloud audit server computes a
signature σi as

Denote the set of signatures by Φ = {σi}1≤i≤n. The
cloud audit server sends FΦ= {F,Φ} to the cloud
storage server. Then, the cloud audit server keeps the
receipt t and deletes FΦfrom its local storage. Integrity
Verification: Either the client or the cloud audit server
can verify the integrity of the outsourced data by
challenging the cloud storage server. To generate the
challenge query, the cloud audit server (verifier) picks
a random c-element subset I of set [1, n] that denote the
positions of the blocks to be checked.


Data Modification

Suppose a client intends to modify the i-th block
Mi to M′i , then the following procedures have to
been performed:
1) The client sends an update request message “update
= (M, i,M′i )” to the cloud audit server, where M
denotes the modification operation.
2) Upon receiving the request, the cloud audit server
generates the corresponding signature
, and sends update′ = (update, σ′i) to the storage server.

3) Upon receiving update′, the storage serverperforms
the following operations.– He replaces the block Mi
with Mi and
outputs F′.
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– Replaces the σi with σ′i and outputs Φ′.
– Replaces H(Mi) with H(M′i ) in theMerkle hash tree
construction and generates the new root R′.
– For the modification operation, replies the client with
a proof Pupdate =(Ωi,H(Mi),R′), where Ωi is the AAI
of Mi.
4) After receiving the proof Pupdate from thestorage
server, the cloud audit server operates as follows.
– He generates root R using {Ωi,H(Mi)}.
– Authenticates R by checking if e(t, g) =e(h(R), v).
– Computes the new root value ˆR using
{Ωi,H(M′i )} and checks if ˆR = R′– Signs the new root
metadata R′ by t′ =sigsk(R′) and sends it to the server
for storage.


Data Insertion

Suppose the data owner wants toinsert block M∗
after the i-th block Mi. The protocolprocedures are
similar to the data modification case.
1) After receiving the proof for insert operationfrom the
storage server, the client first generatesroot R using
{Ωi,H(Mi)} and authenticatesR by checking if e(t, g) =
e(h(R), v).
2) If it is not true, output FALSE, otherwise theclient
can now check whether the server hasperform the
insertion as required or not, byfurther computing the
new root value using{Ωi,H(H(Mi)∥H(M∗))} and
comparing itwith R′.
3) If not, output FALSE, otherwise output TRUE.
4) The cloud auditor server signs the new rootmetadata
R′ by sigsk(R′) and sends it to theserver for storage.

III. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a brand new proof of retrievability
for cloud storage, during which a trustworthy audit
server is introduced to preprocess and transfer the info
on behalfof the purchasers. In this, the computation
overhead for tag generation on the consumer aspect is
reduced considerably. The cloud audit server conjointly
performs the info integrity verification or change the
outsourced knowledge upon theclients’ request.
Besides, we have a tendency to construct another new
scheme proved secure underneath a PoR model with
increasedsecurity against reset attack within the transfer
section. Thescheme conjointly supports public
verifiability and dynamicdata operation at the same
time.
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